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Leveraging Value-Added Services For
Higher Quality Engagements With
Clients
Unearthing a client’s needs may not be as simple as asking them to employ your
consulting services, but it won’t take intensive investigative work either.
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By Richard Lavina.

It’s a constantly discussed topic that seems to trend year after year. How do �rms get
their clients to leverage more of their services to improve the client’s experiences and
increase the �rm’s billings and related margins? You likely began thinking about this
because of your �rm’s position.
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You’ve managed to free up partner and staff time in this scenario. Maybe you
managed to hire a few new employees to �ll the necessary gaps within your
work�ow. Or perhaps you outsourced whatever you could to companies like Taxfyle.
Regardless, the result is the same, and your staff has fewer bottlenecks and stress to
deal with, meaning they can better engage with clients to drive more revenue for
your �rm. But, of course, how can this all come together seamlessly?

Make no mistake; developing more value-based engagements with your clients will
take time and energy, but it isn’t necessarily impossible to achieve.

The �rst step is to analyze your clients’ data to understand better where you and your
�rm might be of service. For example, you might be responsible for your client’s
write-up work and notice that they sold a property last month. Instantly, you should
think to see if they’re interested in purchasing another property that might qualify
for 1031 treatment. If they do indeed buy that next property, you should see if your
client could bene�t from a cost-segregation study.

As another example, you’re responsible for your client’s write-up work and noticed
that their payroll expense seemed relatively consistent through the pandemic. 
Immediately, you should think about applying for the employee retention credit.

Here, in two instances, you’ve used your client’s existing data from a traditionally
low-margin service to identify opportunities to provide more value to your client,
ultimately generating more value for your �rm.

You, like your clients, may pro�t signi�cantly from analyzing and exploring new
revenue streams for your �rm. Diversifying and increasing your offerings bene�ts
both you and your customers. At this point, your �rm’s expectations and your client’s
perception of value intersect. It’s assumed you meet with your clients regularly. You
need to retrain your mind to treat each client interaction as an opportunity to learn
more about what your client is going through so that you can anticipate their needs.

Think of it like shopping for something on Amazon. You search for what you want,
click on it, and Amazon instantly compares your purchase to thousands of other
users who purchased the same thing and then surfaces items that might appeal to
you. All based on a single interaction that you had on their website.

If you’ve spent hours, months, or even years working with a client’s �nances, you
may already know the trajectory their �nances may be heading toward. The next
time you see them talk about their plans for the future. Maybe they’re heading
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toward retirement; it would be great if they had someone advise them on what to do
with their assets.

You don’t need to change your �rm’s pricing structure to succeed in selling value-
added services. While it may help sell these services by upping the ante and
increasing the pro�tability of your interactions with your client, that requires a
substantial change in how your �rm operates.  What we’re talking about here are
simple ways to spot opportunities that don’t need any drastic changes to your way of
doing business. A little thoughtfulness can go a long way.

For example, you have a client that runs a medium-to-large-sized business. As things
are going well for them, their CFO or primary �nancial manager leaves the business
for some reason. Sure, your client can go about hiring someone else and incurring
the associated overhead with such a move. Or they could leverage your �rm to
capitalize on all of the collective knowledge you and your �rm have gained over the
years you’ve worked with them by utilizing your �rm’s fractional CFO service.  It’s a
huge win-win.  They get to take their time to �nd the right candidate without
rushing into a wrong decision, and you get to apply everything you know about your
client to take your relationship with them to the next level.

Unearthing a client’s needs may not be as simple as asking them to employ your
consulting services, but it won’t take intensive investigative work either. It’s a matter
of developing meaningful relationships with your clients and being an active
listener. Paying attention to what’s said and using that information to ensure your
clients’ needs are met can help your �rm �nd more opportunities. Whether auditing
a business’ manufacturing process to maximize pro�t margins, assisting clients in
navigating banking regulations, or any consultative service that �ts your �rm’s niche
set of skills, the opportunity to leverage your experience into pro�ting from value-
added services to your clients starts with trust and a conversation.

–

Richard Lavina is the CEO and co-founder of consumer, small business and
enterprise SaaS accounting-tech company Taxfyle.
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